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Hoai tranaler due to tho motion of a gradually accelerated flat plate in a viscous incora- 
prossiblo fluid is considered. Solutions have been obtained m closed form. It is seen 
that tho thermal boundary layer thickness decreases and that tho Nussolt number in- 
oroasos with an increase of the Prandtl number.
I ntrodtjotion
Leslie (1963) considered ihe motion of a flat plato from rest in an incompres­
sible visco-olastic liquid proposed by Oldroyd (1950) and obtained the velocity 
profiles for largo and small time using series expansions for the velocity and stresses. 
Rath (1967) solved the same problem for the fluid in which the coefficient of visco­
sity depends on the three invariants of the rates of deformation.
Wo have now considered the problem of heat transfer in a viscous incom- 
jirossible fluid, with constant fluid properties, due to tho motion of a flat plate 
started from rest with an acceleration AtK Tho wall temperature is assumed to 
be linearly varying Avith time. Exact solutions have been obtained without 
cousidoring the dissipation function in the heat balance equation and computa­
tions have been carried out for rather small values of Prandtl number in winch 
case wo have some justification of neglecting the dissipated heat. Temperature 
profiles have been drawn for =  1, 0.1, 0.01 and some important conclusions 
have been drawn from the graphs,
Hbat Balance Equation and its Solution
Here we assume that an infinite flat plate occupies the position y =  0 and 
gradually moves parallel to itself in the a;-direction with an acceleration At  ^ start­
ing from rest. The energy equation in the absence of dissipated heat becomes 
(SchUchting 1968)
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The boundary conditions are
T(0, 0 -= Tui{t) =
T{oo, t) — Ta> — Constant
In the above equations p ,  c and k denote the density, specific heat and con- 
ductivity^ all of which are assumed to be constants. Also and lopicsent 
the temperatures at the wall and out-side the thermal boundary layer.
We further assume for obtaining similar solutions o f the equations (1) and
(2), that
T ~ T ^  =  I  =
Transformations (3) roduca equations (1) and (2) to
^ ® 0 ( / )+ 2  P r I ^ e { I ) - i  P, 0(1) =  0
(3 )
(4 )
Py =  =  Prandtl number.where
and /  =  0, 1 = 0 0 , 0{I) =  0 ...(5)
The solutions of (4) and (5) are obtained in a closed form as 
0{I) =  2 (7r)-l{(2P ,P H l)erfc[(P .)U ]-(P ,)iJexp (-P ,i2 )}
where erfc[(Pr)*/J =  J exp {—x )^dx.
(fV)»/
N u sse lt  N u m b e r
We have according to Newton's law of cooling if a is the coefficient of heat 
transfer and q the quantity of heat exchanged per unit area and unit time,
q =  a(T^-T^) =  aA« =  =  -k(M0'i(vt)-i)t^o [ « '  =
« =then
Thus wo obtain a nondimensional heat transfer co-efficient
N u =  | M * «  =  -^ '(0 )  =  4 ( ^ ) ‘
D isou ssion
In figure 1 we see that there is an increase in thermal boundary layer thickness 
as the Prandtl number decreases. The Nusselt number, however, increases with
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Figui'o 1. Totnporatui’o function.
Pi andtl number. It is lurtlior seen Irom the graph tluit the llnid layer at a distance 
iHjiiai to nearly one-lifth the thcj*mal boundai’y layer thickness attains the tem- 
pcraliii e of the fluid outside the thermal boundary layer. In between this layer 
and the fluid at infinity the fluid temperature falls belou' the maximum fall 
occurring a little before the point halfway befcv'cen the wall and infinity.
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